REFERENCE SERVICE

The DSCE Library maintains a separate reference collection consisting of Textbooks, rare books, Reference books, Encyclopedias, Dictionaries, Directories, Handbooks, Atlases, & Competitive General books like GRE, GATE, GMAT, CAT, IAS etc. The Reference Section facility is extended to the students, Staff Members and faculty of the Institute.

Reference Section is hosted in the "B" block First, Second, third, fourth, and fifth floor (circulation section) of the library with OPAC search help reading facilities. In each floor 90 students can sit and read in the reference section. Every reference section new arrivals services are made available. Lift facility is available in our library.

Books Holding in the Reference Section

1st FLOOR (UG)

- Computer Science/ Information Science
- Electronics & Communication
- Telecommunication /Medical Electronics / Instrumentation technology
- Electrical & Electronics engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Industrial Engineering Management
- Competitive Books
• Dictionary

2nd FLOOR (UG)

• Civil Engineering
• Architecture / Construction Technology
• Mechanical Engineering/ Automobile
• Aeronautical Engineering
• Nano Technology
• Basic Science Books / Old Question Papers and Syllabus copies.
• Encyclopedia/Dictionaries

3rd FLOOR (PG)
- MBA / MCA (VTU)
- M.Tech
- Biotechnology (UG)
- Literature Books
- Bound Volumes

4th FLOOR (Humanities)

- Law
- History / Geography
- Social Science / Political Science
- General Studies Books